
Подготовка к ГИА по английскому. Аудирование (диалог)

Определите, какие из приведенных утверждений А1 - А4 соотвествуют содержанию
текста (1 - True), какие не
соответствуют 
(2 - False)
и о чем не сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни
отрицательного ответа 
(3 - Not stated)
.

Ashley: Hey, Jake. Are you ready for your trip?

Jake: Well, not really. I still have to buy some clothes.

Ashley: Well, what is the weather like where you are going?

Jake: Well, it is really hot in summer, so I am going to buy some shorts, sandals and a few
T-shirts.

Ashley: What about the rest of the year?

Jake: People say that the autumn can still be warm until November, so I am going to buy some
jeans and a few shirts.

Ashley: Will you need any warm clothes for the winter?

Jake: Well, the weather does not get too cold, but it often snows in the mountains, so I am
going to buy a couple of warm sweaters, a jacket and a hat. I dont have room in my suitcase to
pack a coat, so I am going to wait until I get there and buy it when I really need it.
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Ashley: Are you going to take anything else?

Jake: They say it rains cats and dogs in spring, but again, I I will probably just wait and pick up
a raincoat or an umbrella later on. But, I am going to take a good pair of shoes because I will
plan on walking to and from school every day.

Ashley: Um, that makes sense.

A1: Jake is going to get the destination by train.

1) True          2) False          3) Not stated

A2: Jake has already packed all the clothes he needs.

1) True          2) False          3) Not stated

A3: Jake is going to buy a coat when he needs it.

1) True          2) False          3) Not stated

A4: It often heavily rains in spring at the place where he is going.
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1) True          2) False          3) Not stated
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